
 
 

The Wacky After School and Holiday Club 
Great and Little Shelford Primary School 

Annual General Meeting 

19th Nov 2020 at 8pm (via Zoom) 

Minutes 
Apologies and attendance 

Apologies: Giselle Wiggin, Eleanor Blair, Gwen Casazza, Emma Horton 
 

Attendees: Katy Everett Crick, Rachel Bateman, Panash Shah, Hugo Morris, Amalia 
Petruzzelli, Simon Humphrey, Rachel Bousfield, Lisa Wilyman, Holly Price, Matthew 
Forrest, Cris Travieso, Rachel Hoare, Lucy Moxham, John Perry, Florian Merkle, Daniel 
Ayres, Joanna Hawken, Pradeepa Madapura, Rod Cornaby, Rebecca Legge, Stefano 
Berri, Tamsin Mann, Laura Whitworth 

 
Minutes of previous AGM (20th November 2019) and Matters Arising 

Agreed and there were no matters arising from previous minutes  
 

Update from Chair  
Tamsin noted that the past year had been an unusual one, with many changes since the 
previous AGM. Her expectation that planning permission applications would be the 
biggest headache of the 2019-2020 year was laid to rest by the Covid-19 pandemic! 
Tamsin pointed out however that the major accomplishment of the Committee over the 
past year was in re-shaping the way Wacky was run, by handing over the day-to-day 
management of the Club to Cambridge Kids Club (CKC).  It seemed that a gradual 
transfer of responsibilities would begin in April 2020, with everything then in place for a 
smooth start in September 2020.  These plans were obviously made more difficult by the 
arrival of the coronavirus pandemic and consequent national lockdown and school 
closure.  Tamsin thanked Silvija Moss, our HR advisor, and Hazel Rayment, our finance 
assistant, for being extremely responsive to the ever-changing rules and conditions and 
all their hard work often at short notice. She noted that during the national lockdown, the 
Committee met every 2 weeks to review the situation and decide what action needed to 
take place. This allowed the Club to re-open partially in late July and offer some 
childcare during the summer holidays.  Jo and Rachel worked very hard to get everything 
ready for reopening and Tamsin thanked them for their dedication and hard work. The 
committee continued to work with Panash Shah of CKC with the result that we were able 
to transfer the staff to CKC and achieve a successful September opening of Wacky Club 



under CKC management. This means that Wacky staff are now working as part of a 
professional playworker team, which will be really beneficial for their training and career 
development.  CKC has taken on a lot of the Club management and admin, which has 
lightened the burden for the Wacky Committee.  
 
On the subject of planning permission, Tamsin noted that the current portacabin will need 
to be replaced with a permanent building in the near future; she thanked Suzanne 
Dootson (Rainbow) for her work on the application and Liz Carrothers (School 
Governors) for offering advice.  The Parish Council are supporting our request for 
another extension of the current planning permission and we are waiting for confirmation 
from South Cambs.  The new building will be the main focus for the Wacky Committee 
in the future and we will continue to work with Rainbow and the school to decide on the 
best options for a new building, considering both speed of build and the costs. Tamsin 
pointed out that fundraising is likely to be the biggest challenge of the next year. Tamsin 
concluded by thanking the Committee members and the staff for their hard work and 
resilience this year, and hoped that the staff would have a bright future with CKC.   
The rest of the committee and AGM attendees thanked Tamsin for her excellent work as 
Chair.  

 
Update from Playleader and CKC 

Jo thanked Rachel, Angie, Kelvin for their hard work and dedication to keeping 
everything running smoothly. Thanks also to Mollie and Ollie for their work during 
Holiday Club.  Thanks to Hazel and Silvija for all their ongoing support. The children 
have adjusted well to the new key stage bubbles and have really enjoyed new activities 
including pumpkin painting during Autumn half term- Jo showed a photo of some of 
their handiwork. Themes of Harry Potter and Star Wars were popular in the Summer 
holiday club.  After school children have enjoyed doing lots of crafts and outside play, 
including climbing trees. Jo also thanked Panash, Diego, and Amalia for welcoming the 
Wacky club staff to CKC and for their advice and support. Panash Shah added that the 
transition to CKC was going well and that normally staff would be building their network 
with the other settings and playleaders of CKC, but this has not yet been possible due to 
the current Covid restrictions.  He noted that the Wacky staff was doing very well and 
that they continue to support the children in enjoying and exploring play even under the 
current limitations. Both Jo and Panash thanked all the parents for supporting Wacky 
over the last year.  

 
Update from Treasurer  

Stefano reported that expenses have been similar to that in previous years, with staff costs 
being the majority.  Although the total over the year is a net loss (just under £4,000), this 
is to be expected with the extended closure due to coronavirus restrictions, and is 
indicative of a good financial situation before the pandemic hit. Approximately £112,000 
savings in bank accounts which will go towards building expenses in the future. 
Stefano expressed special thanks to Hazel Rayment,  ‘the person who actually does the 
job’, for keeping all the financial matters organized. 

 
Questions  



Matthew Forrest asked if we had an idea of how much we need for a new building.  
Tamsin reported that she recalled a figure of around £180,000 (total cost shared with 
Rainbow).  She thought with the current savings we were about halfway to our goal (with 
the understanding that we would want to reserve some funds in the bank and not deplete 
the account completely). 
 

Election of committee members 
Holly Barr and Cris Travieso are standing down. Tamsin thanked both for their hard 
work and dedication over the past few years. Tamsin had intended to step down after this 
year, but legal agreement governing the transition to CKC management is still in process.  
She thought it might be at least another 6 months before it was completely finalized, and 
therefore it would not be fair to make someone else step in at short notice.  She asked if 
there were any volunteers who would be willing to come on to the committee, to serve as 
deputy chair for at least the next 6 months, to ensure a smooth handover and transition to 
the new management structure. 
Volunteers for new committee members: Florian Merkle and Rachel Bateman indicated 
they were willing to join the committee.   

 
Name Proposed Seconded Elected 
Tamsin Mann (chair) Laura Matthew Unanimously  
Laura Whitworth (secretary) Tamsin Holly Unanimously 
Stefano Berri (treasurer) Cris Laura Unanimously 
Matthew Forrest Stefano Tamsin Unanimously 
Rachel Bateman Laura Matthew Unanimously 
Florian Merkle Stefano Tamsin Unanimously 

 
 
Any other business 

Rod Cornaby asked about the Wacky staff response to coronavirus.  He noted that the 
children seem to have just been enjoying themselves and not obviously affected by the 
restrictions in place, and that the staff should be commended for their professional 
response and hard work in maintaining a safe working environment.  He asked how the 
“bubble” system worked in practice, and if/how the staff moved from one bubble to the 
other. Panash answered that the club has been very conscious of safety and how to keep 
bubbles preserved, and in line with the school guidance.  It is not feasible to maintain 
year-group bubbles due to practical considerations, but the current system of separate 
KS1 and KS2 bubbles has been working well.   
 

 
Meeting ended at 8.50 pm  
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